
Hexi Cabin Class - Full or Half Day Class

Learn a new twist on the log cabin block!   In this class, we 
will learn about using the Creative Grids 60-degree triangle 
ruler to cut angles,  tips on how to quickly cut hexagons,  
techniques for sewing and aligning angles and how to avoid 
Y-seams by using the partial seam technique.  We will also 
have a machine applique demo for those wanting to do the 
applique option.  Choose from 3 sizes - A Runner, Crib/Lap 
Quilt or Throw/Twin Size.  This pattern is available in our 
newest book, “Simple Treasures”.  The retail price of the 
book is $22.  I may also be able to provide kits for the color 
way directly below, if anyone is interested.



From the Joyful Stitcher book - Full or Half Day Class Options

Come learn the techniques for the projects in my Joyful Stitcher book.  They combine cotton and wool with 
bright colors in a unique way.  I have lots of hints to share on the preparation and stitching of the wool, in 
addition to the piecing techniques that pertain to the chosen project.  Of the projects from the book, I think the 
In Bloom Runner or the Gypsy Star would make the best full day class.   Another option would be to offer one 
of these two as the “featured” project for that class that I will show step-by step instructions on, but class 
participants could make any of the projects from the book.  The preparation of the wool and the stitches would 
be the same for all of the projects, so the only thing that would be different would be if there was piecing 
involved.  I wouldn’t have step-by-step demos of each of those steps from each project, but could help each 
participant individually with questions on their project.    The book cost is $23.

          
   
  In Bloom        Gypsy Star 
  

  Mod Ornaments    Mandala Runner   Fall Colors



Starstruck - Full or Half Day Class

Learn a new technique that turns chevron 
fabric into amzing stars!  The chevron fabric is 
cut into strips, then fussy cut into stars.  Each 
one is a fun surprise!  There are lots of size 
options in the book to choose from. One of the 
larger ones would work for a full day class and 
the little runners below would be good for a 
half day class.  The runner below is one that 
uses my new fabric line,  so I would be able 
to offer kits for this one.  That makes it really 
easy for people to be able to participate with-
out having to hunt down the perfect chevron 
fabric.  

The book cost is $13 and uses the Creative 
Grids 60-degree triangle ruler 



Spinners - Full or Half Day Class Options

Learn many new techniques in this class, including fast ways to cut hexagons, how to cut angles, how to sew 
and align the angles, the “valley” technique, the partial seams technique, and how to bind odd angles, just to 
name a few.  This project is much easier than it looks, once you learn all these tricks!  You can also choose from 
2 size options, a topper or a runner.  This design is from my On The Run Again book.  It retails for $18.  This 
class uses the Creative Grids 60-degree triangle ruler.



Magic Snowflake Class - Full Day Class

Learn many new techniques in this class, including fast ways to create angles using strip piecing, how to cut 
angles, how to sew and align the angles, the “valley” technique,  and how to bind odd angles.  This project is 
much easier than it looks, once you learn all these tricks!  This design is from my newest book Trendy Table 2 
and several size options are available.  It retails for $21.  This class uses the Creative Grids 60-degree triangle 
ruler.


